Study Design. Prospective study. Objective. To identify the factors that are associated with rod slippage and to study the pattern of achieved length gain with a standard distraction methodology. Summary of Background Data. Ability to achieve successful magnetically controlled growing rod (MCGR) distraction is crucial for gradual spine lengthening. Rod slippage has been described as a failure of internal magnet rotation leading to a slippage and an inability to distract the rod. However, its onset, significance, and risk factors are currently unknown. In addition, how this phenomenon pertains to actual distracted lengths is also unknown. Methods. A total of 22 patients with MCGR and at least six distraction episodes were prospectively studied. Patients with rod slippage occurring less than six distraction episodes were considered early rod slippage whereas those with more than six episodes or have yet to slip were grouped as late rod slippage. The association of parameters including body habitus, maturity status, age of implantation, total number of distractions, months of distraction from initial implantation, initial and postoperative Cobb angle, T1-T12, T1-S1, T5-T12 kyphosis, curve flexibility, instrumented length, and distance between magnets in dual rods and between the magnets and apex of the curve with early or late onset of rod slippage were studied. Differences between expected and achieved distraction lengths were assessed with reference to rod slippage episodes and rod exchanges to determine any patterns of diminishing returns. Results. Patients had mean age of 7.1 years at diagnosis with mean follow-up of 49.8 months. A mean 32.4 distractions were performed per patient. Early rod slippage occurred in 14 patients and late rod slippage occurred in eight patients. Increased height, weight, body mass index, older age, increased T1-12 and T1-S1 lengths, and less distance between magnets were significantly associated with early rod slippage. Expected distraction lengths did not translate to achieve distraction lengths and reduced gains were only observed after achieving one-third of the allowable distracted length in the MCGR. Length gains return to baseline after rod exchange. Conclusion. This is the first study to specifically analyze the impact of rod slippage on distraction lengths and the risk factors associated with its onset and frequency. Increased body habitus and reduced distance between internal magnets significantly influenced rod slippage events. Diminishing returns in distracted length gains were only observed after a period of usage.
T raditional growing rods (TGRs) have previously been the gold-standard for management of early-onset scoliosis (EOS) because they can prevent curve deterioration while allowing for physiological spinal growth. [1] [2] [3] However, TGRs require frequent surgeries to perform open manual distractions of the rods. As such, there is an increased risk of anesthestic and wound complications. 4 A ''law of diminishing returns'' also occurs with TGR use in which the average T1-S1 gains from a surgical lengthening decreases with repeated lengthening procedures and occurs as early as the first lengthening procedure. 5 The proposed mechanism for this phenomenon is progressive stiffness of spinal segments as a result of prolonged in situ instrumentation or spine autofusion.
The development of magnetically controlled growing rods (MCGRs) has changed EOS management by adopting the use of a remotely distractible growing rod to allow for noninvasive and nonsurgical means of spine lengthening. 6, 7 This allows for more frequent distractions, potentially mimicking normal physiological growth more closely, and for more cost-effective treatment of patients. More frequent and smaller amounts of distractions may also prevent or delay autofusion of the spine and by extension the law of diminishing returns. 8 The MCGR's short-term clinical effectiveness have been reported, 7, [9] [10] [11] [12] and its surgical indications can be extended to gradual correction of severe deformities as well. 13 Despite the need for more regular imaging for monitoring the more frequent distractions, ultrasonic monitoring of distractions allows reduced radiation exposure with comparable accuracy to plain radiographs. [14] [15] [16] With better understanding of the MCGR after years of use, several important complications have been identified such as distraction failure, proximal junctional kyphosis, and rod slippage. 6 This rod slippage or ''clunking phenomenon'' manifests during distraction episodes as a palpable and audible ''clunk.'' It may indicate a failure of distraction or slippage of the MCGR's internal mechanism in which the rod's magnet fails to complete a full revolution followed by stalling and a return to its initial position. 6 Normally, distractions should be smooth with a ''wobble'' feeling of the external remote controller (ERC) characterized by smooth continuous internal magnet turning. 6 Because of the failed magnet rotation, rod slippage may cause failure of the rod to lengthen the spine but without any manifestation of symptoms. Nevertheless, factors associated with its occurrence and its effect on achieved lengthening needs to be addressed, as it may influence the safety and effectiveness of MCGR. Currently there is no understanding on why it occurs and the significance of an early or late rod slippage. As such, the objective of this study is to analyze factors influencing rod slippage and its effects, primarily upon patterns of length gains with MCGR distraction.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This was a prospective study of consecutive EOS (scoliosis diagnosed earlier than 10 years of age) patients treated with the MCGR from December 2009 to March 2016. All patients with at least 2 years of follow-up and six distraction episodes were recruited. Ethics approval was obtained via the local institutional review board. All patients had substantial remaining growth potential (premenarche and Risser 0) before initial implantation. Preoperative flexibility was assessed by fulcrum-bending radiographs of which the methods for obtaining fulcrum-bending radiographs have been previously reported. 17 -20 All patients underwent standard implantation of the MCGR without any intraoperative rod distractions. Both single and dual MCGRs were included in this study. All dual rods were 5.5 mm in diameter and placed in a standard and offset rod configuration.
All distractions were performed by three experienced MCGR users. The first distraction was done 1 month postoperatively and followed thereafter on a monthly basis. An expected 2 mm distraction length was applied to the ERC for each distraction episode. The distraction was carried out fully on one rod before the other rod if no slippage occurred. The slippage of the magnetic mechanism was identified through a clunking sound and feeling during the distractive procedure. If rod slippage occurred, other distraction techniques, such as single magnet distraction, alternate distractions with smaller amounts (i.e., 0.5 mm alternating between rods), or alternative positioning of the patient would be performed to try and maximize the amount of distractions obtained.
Early-onset rod slippage was defined as a slippage occurring within the first six distractions and late-onset rod slippage was defined as the first slippage occurring after six distractions or those that have never experienced slippage. Multiple parameters were studied as factors influencing the timing of rod slippage. These parameters included the maturity status as indicated by the Risser sign and distal radius and ulna (DRU) classification, 21 -23 age of implantation, body height (cm), weight (kg) and body mass index (BMI: kg/m 2 ), total number of distractions, months of distraction from initial implantation, initial, fulcrumbending and postoperative coronal Cobb angle, T1-T12 and T1-S1 distance, T5-T12 kyphosis, correction rate, fulcrum flexibility, fulcrum-bending corrective index (FBCI), instrumented segment length, and distance between magnets in dual rods and between the magnets and apex of the curve. Calculations for correction rate, fulcrum flexibility, and FBCI 17 -19 With the use of ultrasonic monitoring of distractions, [14] [15] [16] radiographs were only performed every 6-months for assessment of Cobb angle and overall alignment. All images were digitized and imported into a digital imaging and medical software (RadWorks version 5.1; RADWorks LLC, Torrance California 90505, USA) where the above parameters were measured. The trend of expected and achieved distraction lengths were plotted on a graph between the two rods. Expected distraction length indicated the amount of distraction length input into the ERC, which was a standardized 2 mm for all distraction episodes. Achieved distraction length indicated the actual length gain measured at the housing unit of the MCGR on radiographs. The differences between the expected and achieved lengths were also determined and compared with the amount of total length gained, when rod slippage occurred, and when rod exchange was performed.
The relationship of these factors would help explain the cause of any dissociation between expected and achieved distraction lengths.
Statistical Analysis
All data were reported as mean AE standard deviation (SD). Because of the use of radiographs for parameter measurements, expected and achieved distractions lengths were charted at every 6-months to correlate. Relationships with total length distracted on the MCGR, rod slippage episodes, and timing of rod exchanges were charted. Analysis was performed by SPSS version 21 (Chicago, IL) and charts were created by Microsoft Excel. Factors influencing the onset of rod slippage episodes were analyzed by Mann-Whitney tests. Significance was considered for P < 0.05.
RESULTS
Twenty-two patients (out of 31 total patients operated during the study period) fulfilled the inclusion criteria and were included in this study. They had a mean age of 7.1 AE 4.0 years at diagnosis and 10.2 AE 3.4 years at initial rod implantation with a mean follow-up of 49.8 AE 11.0 months and mean 32.4 AE 11.0 total distractions. The diagnoses included idiopathic (n ¼ 15; two of which were infantile), congenital (n ¼ 1), syndromal (n ¼ 4), and neurofibromatosis (n ¼ 2). Only one of the patients with Noonan syndrome had single rod inserted. All other subjects had dual rods. The mean height was 137.5 AE 16.2 cm, weight was 35.1 AE 10.9 kg, and BMI was 16.5 AE 3.9 kg/m 2 at first rod implantation.
The mean preoperative, immediate postoperative and latest follow-up coronal Cobb angle was 56.2 AE 10.3 degrees, 23.6 AE 8.7 degrees, and 27.9 AE 11.4 degrees, respectively. The mean fulcrum bending Cobb angle was 17.5 AE 11.6 degrees. This accounted for a mean correction rate of 57.1 AE 17.6%, fulcrum flexibility of 69.0 AE 22.7%, and FBCI of 89.4 AE 20.2%. The mean T5-12 kyphosis was 27.2 AE 19.6 degrees preoperatively, 17.6 AE 13.0 degrees at immediate postoperative, and 24.0 AE 19.4 degrees at final follow-up.
The mean T1-12 length was 203.7 AE 27.9 mm preoperatively, 211.6 AE 24.4 mm immediate postoperatively, and 235.7 AE 33.7 mm at final follow-up. The mean T1-S1 length was 333.3 AE 43.1 mm preoperatively, 350.7 AE 39.8-mm immediate postoperatively, and 380.6 AE 45.5 mm at final follow-up. The mean distance between magnets was 44.4 AE 8.7 mm and mean distance between magnet and apical vertebrae was 45.0 AE 36.1 mm and 49.4 AE 31.7 mm for the right and left magnets, respectively.
Of the 22 patients, 14 patients had early-onset rod slippage and eight patients had late-onset rod slippage. The mean age at diagnosis for early slippage patients was 8.6 AE 3.9 years and for late slippage was 4.8 AE 2.8 years. The mean onset of slippage for the early group was 2.2 AE 1.5 and 3.7 AE 2.8 for the right and left rods, respectively. The mean onset of slippage for the late group was 10.2 AE 2.6 and 19.5 AE 12.7 for the right and left rods, respectively. Body habitus (weight, height, and BMI), older age (higher DRU grade and chronological age), and increased preoperative and postoperative T1-12 and T1-S1 were significant risk factors for early rod slippage (Table 1) .
Mean deviation between expected and achieved distraction lengths were À8.4 AE 7.3 mm and À5.6 AE 5.4 mm for the right and left rods, respectively. The mean total actual distracted length before onset of rod slippage was 9.9 AE 7.8 mm for the right rod and 14.
Expected distraction lengths did not translate into achieved distraction lengths (Figure 1 A, B) through time suggesting that the deviation between what we expected to achieve and what length was actually distracted increased with the number of distractions. As illustrated in Figure 2 , the achieved distraction length reduced after approximately 12 months of postoperative follow-up, which translated to approximately 14 to 16 mm total achieved lengthening. Furthermore, similar reduction of achieved length gain was observed at 36 months, which was approximately 12 months after the first rod exchanges that occurred at 24 months of follow-up. Observing the early and late rod slippage groups separately, those with early slippage appeared to require increased expected lengthening to achieve similar actual lengthening as the late slippage group (Figure 3 A) . This translated to increased mismatch between the expected and achieved distraction lengths (Figure 3 B) .
DISCUSSION
The MCGR is unquestionably a significant advancement for managing EOS. Despite its recognized benefits of allowing outpatient distractions without open surgeries under general anesthesia, long-term experience with this device is lacking. 7, 11 Of the reported complications, the significance of rod slippage is of great interest. Early slippage may be an indicator of a possible flaw in the design of the distraction device or the magnetic mechanism. Alternatively, it may be regarded as a physiological protective mechanism to prevent overdistraction beyond what the spine can tolerate. Nevertheless, rod slippage appears to be associated with the high resistance or counter-force during distractions. At this limit, the rod is unable to impart enough force to allow for lengthening; thereby, leading to distraction failure.
The main study objective was to determine whether rod slippage prevents achieving desired distraction length, thus interfering with the balance between curve correction and truncal growth. Hence, it was important to determine whether occurrences of rod slippage episodes coincided with increased deviations between expected and achieved distraction lengths. This can be observed with the increasing mismatches between expected and achieved length gains for the early rod slippage groups (Figure 3 ). Although the overall achieved gains were similar, this is likely because of the authors' practice of modifying the distraction techniques to improve the likelihood of successful length gain. These techniques include using a single magnet distraction with alternating smaller amounts of distraction and different patient positioning such as sitting forward. This may help to reduce the degree of force required to lengthen per distraction and to make the rod more pronounced for magnetic attraction by the ERC, respectively. The position of the ERC is crucial to achieving satisfactory length gains and should be addressed in future study. Methods such as placing the actuator in between the two magnets of the external device, placing only a single magnet over the actuator or placing one magnet on each actuator if two standard rods are used may affect rod slippage rates as the induced forces may differ. 6 Several specific risk factors that may influence the timing and onset of rod slippage were studied. In addition to body habitus, age, curve magnitude, spine length, and alignment, we also studied the distance between internal magnets of the two rods or cross-talk and magnets too close to the apex of the major curve. One of the laws in magnetism states that the force of attraction or repulsion between two magnetic poles is directly proportional to the product of the strengths of the poles and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them. Therefore, a shorter distance between the internal magnets will lead to a greater force and influence on each other. In other words, the chances of rod slippage in both MCGR are expected to be higher when the distance between the internal magnets are shorter. This was observed in our study as those with approximately 1 cm less distance between magnets was associated with early rod slippage. Magnets too close to the apex, which is usually the stiffest part of the curve, may also contribute to earlier rod slippage. In such situations, more force may be required to counter the internal resistance. In this study however, no significant differences were observed between groups.
Another major contributor of early rod slippage was increased body habitus (weight, height, and BMI). Other significant parameters such as chronological age, maturity (radius and ulna grades), T1-T12, T1-S1 lengths are part of the profile of larger sized patients. These patients will usually have a thicker layer of soft tissue between the external and internal magnets, thereby reducing the amount of force subjected onto the internal magnet to produce a full revolution. It is of note that the authors do not perform intraoperative distractions of the rods, have a standardized time of first distraction from implantation, and intended distraction length per episode. The timing of first rod slippage from initial rod implantation may be related to patients' intrinsic soft tissue properties and response to viscoelasticity. Hence, Figure 2 . Change in rates of achieved lengthening (mm) charted against the total achieved length (mm) per rod through follow-up. Number of rod exchanges and when they occurred are also charted. Results show that that reduced length gains obtained occur after approximately onethird of the rod total length has been obtained but the increased length gains return after rod exchange. Figure 3 . A, Length gains between early and late onset rod slippage groups. The accumulated achieved length gains for the early onset rod slippage group required a greater expected length gain to achieve similar actual length gains as the late rod slippage group. B, Hence, there is an increase in mismatch between expected and achieved distraction lengths with the early rod slippage group.
for future studies, the effect of soft tissue tension and its response to distraction forces should be addressed. In addition, it is of interest to determine the limit of soft tissue thickness between the ERC and internal magnet for accomodating smooth distractions without slippage.
This study adopts a systematic assessment of increasing deviations in expected and achieved distraction lengths (Figure 1 ) to observe for their relationships with rod slippage episodes and rod exchanges. The standard MCGR design allows for 48 mm total distractable length. At approximately one-third of this length distracted ($14-16 mm) as seen in Figure 2 , deviations in expected and achieved distraction lengths were observed with reduced achieved length gains per distraction. Further rod distractions are henceforth more difficult to achieve comparable lengths. However, this phenomenon only occurs for the same rod undergoing distraction. Once the rod has been exchanged, distractions are once again matching well between expected and achieved length gains until again the rod length reaches half of the maximum allowable length. Hence, this explains previous reports of reducing length gains with distractions. 24, 25 These studies adopt a more liberal amount of distraction length per distraction and thus deviation of expected and achieved length gains occur earlier.
With longer follow-up and taking into account the effect of rod exchanges, it is likely that better matching of expected and achieved gains may be observed. It is important to note that these findings may not translate to reduced T1-S1 gains. Consistent T1-S1 gains with occasional interval reductions in the MCGR has been reported with a monthly distraction protocol. 8 This finding suggests that the original description of the ''law of diminishing returns'' related to the TGR 5 is not fully applicable to the MCGR as T1-S1 gains are consistent. Our findings suggest that the ''diminishing returns'' relates to increasing distracted amounts within each individual MCGR rather than the overall distracted spine length gained and the number of distractions. As such, after a rod exchange, achieved gains were again as successful as the initial findings with the first MCGR. This may be a limitation within the current rod designs. The relationship between T1-S1 gains and actual rod distraction length gains should be further studied. In this series, it appears that most of the T1-12 and T1-S1 gains are achieved in the first surgery with curve correction but gains continue to be observed at the final follow-up.
The limitations of this study include the heterogeneity of the subjects and the small sample size. Although our study represents a small sample size, this is attributed to the recent introduction of MCGR in EOS patients. In time and with the establishment of a multicenter network of MCGR sites, larger sample sizes can be gathered to faciliate more extensive statistical analyses. Nonetheless, our study is the first to specifically address rod slippage and its significance with distractions. A possible rationale for the high occurrence in early slippage in our study is an older population (mean 10.2 years) at initial rod implantation. This may be related to our intent and success in treating our EOS patients with bracing as their mean age of diagnosis is 3 years earlier. Hence, it is of interest to see if similar conclusions can be drawn from a younger EOS population. Finally, our report is only short to mid-term follow-up. Long-term follow-up is necessary to determine whether our findings of ''diminishing returns'' pertains only to the remaining length of individual rods rather than prolonging distraction episodes.
CONCLUSION
This is the first study to analyze this rod slippage phenomenon with distractions in EOS patients with MCGR. The MCGR is an evolution from the TGR for managing scoliosis in skeletally immature children. Despite the advancement in technology and its obvious advantages compared with traditional methods, our knowledge is still limited. This study is important nonetheless to raise awareness for rod slippage events and the importance of interval measurements of expected and achieved rod length gains. The appearance of rod slippage should not deter clinicians from modifying the distraction technique and patient positioning in an attempt to achieve more satisfactory results. Its occurrence may be related to older aged and larger-sized patients with smaller distance between internal magnets, but does not significantly reduce achievable length with distractions. The ''law of diminishing returns,'' unlike TGR, does not occur with each subsequent distractions but rather, is specific to the amount of lengthening already achieved per MCGR. Consistent length gains are still observed and diminished returns are only observed after more than half of the rod's available length is achieved. Further larger scale clinical and biomechanical studies are necessary to further understand and validate our results.
